required.
We decided not to try and recreate the
whole of Caplum in a phone useable
version but to create a small ultra thin
client that would work well with small
screens, and to give this interface just
the functions you are likely to need in
the field whilst working.

We currently recommend Firefox as it
is the best browser on mobiles that we
have tested and it is available across
most mobile devices.
The software is in Beta release
stage at the moment and we are
asking customers for their feedback
and suggestions as to additional
functionality they may require.

As you can see from the screen shot
the interface in very simple with large
buttons and monochrome to aid visibility.
This functionality is part of the main
Caplum core product so it is available
to all Caplum users at no extra charge.

WWW.ARDLIN.NET

Our ultimate goal is that you can
complete works orders from the field in
real time so your customers will know
the job is complete instantly and not
at the end of the day or the following
morning when Caplum is updated.
This is especially powerful if you have
Caplum setup to automatically email
your customer when the works order
is completed.

Some screens in the field interface are
only available on the on this interface
as they are designed to be quick and
simple to use.
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Standard Caplum runs well on 10”
tablets with a browser offering the full
functionality of Caplum. However when
viewed through a phone browser the
text gets too small or the screen has to
be scrolled to see the full screen. The
buttons are too small and the full screen
display can use a lot more data than

